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Dear Toni,
Over the last few years these spots have
been spreading in my lawn. None of my
neighbors have these spots. This really
bothers me because I am constantly
mowing, fertilizing and watering my
lawn while my neighbors do almost
nothing except mow. I sodded this
bluegrass about 6 years ago. The spots
began showing up about 2 years ago.
Strangely weeds will grow in the spots,
but when I plant bluegrass seed nothing
comes up – except more weeds. The
guy at Ace says it’s something called
fairy ring. After reading about it on the
internet, I think he may be correct.
What can I spray to get rid of these fairy
rings in my lawn? Would it help if I
watered the lawn more?
Thanks for your help in solving these
spots.
Stephen
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Hi Dr. Koski,
I bought this house 3 years and have never before
managed a lawn. Year 1 saw significant drought stress
because I didn’t know that I had an irrigation system!
Nobody told me! The lawn showed some thinning and
weeds that I’m chalking up to needing better care.
There’s a large section of one part of the front yard,
though, that has me stumped. It keeps getting larger
and has existed for all three years. At this point, it’s
about half of the lawn, but it started as a much smaller
area.
The grass in this area looks pretty dead and pulls up
very easily. I’ve suspected grubs, but not a grub to be
found though. Lots of earth worms, and the soil is not
particularly compacted. The blades of the grass in this
growing patch seem narrow compared to the other
grass in the lawn (bluegrass?), and the rhizomes are
above-ground, and seem thin and “stringy”. Very few
roots are present and the grass pulls right up by the
fistful. Some new growth is evident and nodes and a
few plants at ground level. I don’t see anything eating
the roots.
Is this a different kind of grass? How can I get rid of it?
Can I just seed over it to make it go away? Will
crabgrass preventer work on it?
Any advice would be much appreciated! Thanks!
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Hi Tony:
You and Alison came over to our property in
2018? to look at spots in the lawn. It was
determined to be from rabbits. Our
address is 37038 Soaring Eagle Circle,
Windsor. We have the anti-hail netting.
We have Kentucky Blue grass and have
developed these large brown spots in the
lawn beginning about midsummer. I'm not
sure if it is compacted soil or not. Upon
your recommendation I adjusted the
sprinklers to be upright, have cleaned the
irrigation filter every other week, cleaned
the sprinkler heads, aerate spring and fall,
fertilize three times per year, and measured
the watering at the spots and surrounding
areas. The watering was consistent in all
areas. Any recommendations would be
appreciated.
Rocky W
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